
The Simple System Steps to Success 
 

 

1.Print out the Memory Jogger and make a List of people 

you want to help immediately after enrolling. Your sponsor 

will help you to do this.                                                                         

 

2.Bring or show the FORMED prospect our unique Video at 

3ToFreedom.com with your sponsor  

 

3.Read Our Team Mission statement, Why we chose            

Isagenix and our Simplicity Statement to your prospect. 

 

4.With your sponsor present “The Power of Three”, and 

then show the “Progression of numbers” for the potential 

of people that can be impacted with better health and 

significant additional wealth. 

 

5.If requested or necessary show the power of our Unique, 

generous, and solid commission structure with our 2/3 1/3 

Binary Team Building Compensation Plan. Do this with your 

sponsor. Video and PDF available 

 

6.With your sponsor Show them the Recognition retreats 

and the added benefits of FUN for and while helping 

others.  

 



7.With your sponsor, Enroll your new partner with YOUR 

Recommended Introductory pack, based on and matched 

to their wellness goals. Set up auto-ship with the same 

exact pak. Once they are enrolled show them how to 

advance to associate in their back office.  If needed use 

the Take a closer look videos for follow up.  

 

8.NOW with your sponsor help your new partner to become 

consultant within 24-48 hours! Use the 3 To Freedom 

System to accomplish this. Review the “Comp Plan Basics 

and Cycle Goals” then then PRINT the Steps to Success 

and Help them to make a list utilizing the memory jogger, 

suggesting they not leave their family and friends behind. 

Set up Recommended carts. 

 

9.Teach them to prioritize those who are ready to optimize 

their lives and willing to include others in the process. *  

Highlight the Value of these first two positions as this will 

enable your success.  *Traditional enrollment is optional 

 

10.Once they are manager, recommend IsaDelivery saving 

them money and giving way to more product use.  

 

11.Have them review Isaproduct.com as time allows.  

Recommend viewing Take a closer look videos. 

 

12.Be sure to add them to Facebook pages and Zoom calls 


